Rallentano contagi e ricoveri
Decreti per le aziende, scontro su Cassa depositi. Pattuanelli: prestini in poco tempo

LA POTENZA DEI SIMBOLI
di Antonio Polito

H a suscitato scandalo la proposta di Salvini di ripetere le chiese a Pasqua. Non alternativo scandalo aveva suscitato il decreto di Fermi di ristabilirle le libertà, nè quella della Comitiva di donatori di sangue. Le donne, inseguito dalloading of the symbol of the women's rights movement in Italy, have been taking part in protests against the government's proposed changes to the Family Code. The movement has been growing in strength, with demonstrations taking place across the country. A new law, proposed by the government, would make it easier for parents to share the responsibilities of raising children, but many fear it would lead to an increase in single-parent households. The movement has been gaining momentum, with rallies and protests becoming more frequent. The government has been under increasing pressure to address the concerns of the movement and to take steps to improve the situation of women and children. The movement has been gaining momentum, with rallies and protests becoming more frequent. The government has been under increasing pressure to address the concerns of the movement and to take steps to improve the situation of women and children.